A “Rediscovered” Passenger Pigeon
David B. Long

2014 marked the centennial of the death of Martha,
the last known Passenger Pigeon (Ectopistes migratorius), who died in the Cincinnati Zoo on September 1,
1914 at the age of about 24 years old. That same year
also marked a little rediscovery and restoration of a
somewhat forgotten Passenger Pigeon.
As the professional archivist for The George
School, a Quaker boarding school opened in 1893 and
located just outside Newtown, Bucks County, I often
come across very interesting bits of history as I search
through old school publications.
I was quite surprised to find, by paging through the
March 1921 issue of The Ides (Vol. 21, No. 6) – George
School’s official outreach publication at the time, for
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parents, potential students, and others interested in
Quaker schools and education – a small photograph
on page 187 of a mounted Passenger Pigeon, under
which was this opening paragraph:
The above cut is from a photograph of the
Wild or Passenger Pigeon, the most valuable
mounted specimen in our collection of birds. It
is greatly to be regretted that this most beautiful
and graceful of our feathered friends has to be
spoken of in the past tense. As far as we know
they are extinct.
I immediately called up Polly Lodge, the head of
George School’s science department, to see if she had
ever seen the Pigeon. She said yes, it was currently
sitting on a filing cabinet in the
office of her fellow science teacher
AFTER
Pacho Gutierrez. Pacho teaches
natural history and some time
ago he “keyed out” the unmarked
mounted bird and discovered
independently that it was indeed a
Passenger Pigeon. Unfortunately,
the years had not been kind to
the bird. A big chunk of feathers had come off the back of the
neck, but luckily the chunk was
intact and we still had it. So using
my Archives budget we sent the
bird to be restored by Lara Kaplan
Objects Conservation in Baltimore, MD. The results were quite
amazing – our pigeon is now quite

Photographs of the Passenger Pigeon
(Ectopistes migratorius) mount at
the George School, before and after
restoration.
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presentable and can be used for educational and display proposes once again.
The Passenger Pigeon is the most valuable and
unique specimen in the George School Science
Department’s small collection of mounted bird specimens. Once numbering 216 mounted birds in 1903,
the collection came from the collections of Dr. Joseph
Thomas of Quakertown, Bucks County, and the estate
of Samuel Janney of Philadelphia. Which collection
the Passenger Pigeon originally came from is now
unknown, but the bird skin itself is probably about 130
to 150 years old.

the surviving eggs to the Academy of Natural Sciences
in Philadelphia. [Editor’s note: See Stott Cohen’s article
in the present issue].
It has been stated that Passenger Pigeons were still
being seen in Bucks County until the 1870s. In fact,
the same March 1921 article in the George School Ides
also stated that the “woods a half mile southeast of
Newtown was a favorite feeding ground” – basically
where George School is located today.
David B. Long
3 Beechwood Lane
Yardley, PA 19067

Sadly, only a dozen or so mounts remain in George
School’s collection – mostly hawks, eagles, owls, vultures, and a few waterfowl. Time, light, heat, and wear
have taken their toll during 100 years of use and exposure.
George School had also established a bird egg collection of 264 species by 1903, most of which were donated
by a Dr. Willard Maris. A few years ago I helped transfer
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